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Abstract
A general rule is presented for the decomposition of the direct
product of irreducible representation at arbitrary Brillouin zone point
R with its negative: the number of the appearences of the zone center
representation equals the dimensionality of the representation. This
rule is applicable for all space groups. Although in most situations
the interesting physics takes place at high symmetry points in the
Brillouin zone, this general rule is useful for situations where double
excitations are considered. It is shown that double excitations from
arbitrary Brillouin point R have the right symmetry to participate in
all optical experiments regardless of polarization directions.
PACS: 61.50.Ah
1 Introduction
In solid state physics, elementary excitations can be classified according to
their symmetries. Selection rules based on symmetry considerations have
˚jianli@sci.ccny.cuny.edu
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been sucessfully applied to transitions involving initial states and final states.
Photons carry negligible wave vector therefore only zone center excitations
participate in an optial process at first order. Second order double excita-
tions, on the other hand, are also symmetry allowed to participate in optical
transitions and sometimes even dominate the first order single excitation [1].
Due to the possibly high density of states at high symmetry points [2], double
excitations are only considered at high symmetry points, lines and surfaces.
These special, high symmetry points, lines or surfaces are vanishingly small
in number compared to arbitrary point R which occupies almost the entire
Brillouin zone. Second order double excitations from R can also participate
in experiments therefore it is interesting from a physics point of view that
the direct product of Dp‹Rqpmq b Dp‹´Rqpmq is performed.
When doing the decomposition of direct product Dp‹Rqpmq b Dp‹´Rqpmq, a
general rule is found: the reduction coefficients of the Γ point representations
equals the dimensionality of the representation (see equation 10). We will
show below that this rule holds for all kinds of space groups: Fedorov groups,
layer groups, rod groups, wallpaper groups, frieze groups and line groups.
The rule presented in this note saves the labor in determining the coefficients
in the standard linear algebraic method. To our knownledge no such analysis
exist in the literature.
This note is arranged as follows: theoretical background on both the irre-
ducible representations and reduction coefficients of direct product is given
in section II, where the linear algebraic method is introduced; the calcu-
lations of reduction coefficients of an arbitrary point with its negative are
represented in section III and a general rule is proved; discussions are given
in section IV and R point of O5h is used to demonstrate the helpfulness of
our finding.
2 Theoretical background
The irreducible representations of group G is a set of matricesDp‹kqpmqptϕ|tpϕquq
that has a one-to-one correspondence with group element tϕ|tpϕqu such that
Dp‹kqpmqptϕ1|tpϕ1quq ¨Dp‹kqpmqptϕ2|tpϕ2quq=Dp‹kqpmqptϕ1|tpϕ1qu¨tϕ2|tpϕ2quq.
k is the label for Brillouin zone point and m is for the mth irreducible repre-
sentation at k. Rotational operations bring wave functions with wave vector
k to wave functions with wave vectors ϕ ¨ k. Some of these wave vectors are
equivalent to k: ϕi ¨ k = k + BH and those symmetry operations define Gk,
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the group of wave vector . The inequivalent set of tϕ ¨ku is called the star of
k and each inequivalent one of tϕ ¨ ku is an arm of the star.
In most cases, the representation of wave vector group Gk can be ob-
tained from their corresponding point groups Dpkqpmqptϕ|tpϕquq = Dpkqpmqpϕq
¨ e´ik¨tpϕq where Dpkqpmqpϕq is the representation of the corresponding point
group. For example, at Γ point, the representation of space group is simply
the representation of the point group: DpΓqpiqptϕ|tuq = DpΓqpiqpϕq. The excep-
tions are the Brillouin zone points on the boundary of the non-symmorphic
space groups. Their representations need special treatment [3]. and the re-
sults have already been tabulated by Kovalev [4] and Zak [5]. Irreducible rep-
resentationDp‹kqpmq of G can be induced fromDpkqpmq of Gk Dp‹kqpmqptϕ|tuqστ “
9Dpkqpmqptϕσ|tσu´1 ¨ tϕ|tu ¨ tϕτ |tτuq and the dotted matrix 9Dpkqpmqptϕ|tuq are
defined as:
9Dpkqpmqptϕ|tuq “
"
0 if tϕ|tu is not in Gk
Dpkqpmqptϕ|tuq if tϕ|tu is in Gk. (1)
Dp‹kqpmq is in a block structure with σ and τ as indices for blocks. ϕσ and
ϕτ are coset representatives of Gk. The character χp‹kqpmqptϕ|tuq of Dp‹kqpmq
are defined accordingly.
The direct product of two representations is in general reducible and
can be decomposed as summation of many irreducible representations. The
group theoretical job is to determine the reduction coefficients p‹km ‹
k1m1|‹ k2m2q which is defined as Dp‹kb‹k1qpmbm1q “ ř‹k2,m2p‹km‹ k1m1|‹
k2m2qDp‹k2qpm2q, or equivalently,
χp‹kqpmqχp‹k
1qpm1q “
ÿ
‹k2,m2
p‹km‹ k1m1|‹ k2m2qχp‹k2qpm2q. (2)
Among the different ways of determining the coefficients p‹km ‹ k1m1| ‹
k2m2q, method of linear algebraic equations is most straightforward. Choose
as many symmetry elements as needed in equation 2 and the coefficients
p‹km ‹ k1m1| ‹ k2m2q can be obtained once the number of linearly inde-
pendent equations equals the number of coefficients. But before that, not a
single coefficient can be determined. Sometimes the number of coefficients is
quite big and the calculation is complicated.
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3 Decomposition of direct product Dp‹Rqpmq b
Dp‹´Rqpmq
R is the arbitrary point in the Brillouin zone. Arbitrary means that R =
pkx, ky, kzq and the group of wave vector contains only the identity operator:
GR = tE|0u. GR has only one one-dimensional representation therefore the
superscript m is dropped from now on. The character of Dp‹Rq is:
χp‹Rqptϕ|tuq “
"
0 if ϕ ‰ Eř
σ e
´iR¨pσtq if ϕ “ E. (3)
where coset representative ϕσ is now the whole set of n rotational operations.
Representations contained in Dp‹Rqpmq b Dp‹´Rqpmq can be devided into three
catagories: Γ, ‹X and ‹R1: Γ = (0, 0, 0); ‹X are some high symmetry
points, lines or surfaces besides Γ, such as (kx, ky, kz) + (´kx,´ky, kz) =
(0, 0, 2kz) and ‹R1 is arbitrary points such as (kx, ky, kz) + (kx, ky, kz) =
(2kx, 2ky, 2kz). There could be more than one ‹X and ‹R therefore they
are denoted as ‹X, ‹X 1, ‹R1, ‹R2and so on.
χp‹Rq b χp‹´Rq “
ÿ
i
p‹R‹´R|ΓiqχpΓqpiq
`
ÿ
‹X,i
p‹R‹´R|‹Xiqχp‹Xqpiq
`
ÿ
‹R1
p‹R‹´R|‹R1qχp‹R1q (4)
We want only p‹R‹´R|Γiq. For tϕ|tu = tE|0u, equation 4 reads:
nˆ n “
ÿ
i
p‹R‹´R|ΓiqχpΓqpiqptE|0uq
`
ÿ
‹X,i
p‹R‹´R|‹Xiqχp‹XqpiqptE|0uq
`
ÿ
‹R1
p‹R‹´R|‹R1qχp‹R1qptE|0uq (5)
However, the total dimensionality of Γ point representations in the direct
product equal the number of zeros in ‹R b ‹´R. Each arm ϕ ¨ R and its
negative ϕ ¨ ´R gives one zone center dimension. The total dimenionality of
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zone center representations equals the number of arms in ‹R:
n “
ÿ
i
p‹R‹´R|ΓiqχpΓqpiqptE|0uq “
ÿ
i
p‹R‹´R|ΓiqχpΓqpiqpEq (6)
For tϕ|tu, ϕ ‰ E, equation 4 gives:
0 “
ÿ
i
p‹R‹´R|ΓiqχpΓqpiqptϕ|tuq
`
ÿ
‹X,i
p‹R‹´R|‹Xiqχp‹xqpiqptϕ|tuq (7)
This equation can be simplified using the fact that χpΓqpiqptϕ|tuq are not func-
tions of R = (kx, ky, kz) while χ
p‹xqpiqptϕ|tuq are. Equation 7 now becomes:
0 “
ÿ
i
p‹R‹´R|ΓiqχpΓqpiqptϕ|tuq “
ÿ
i
p‹R‹´R|ΓiqχpΓqpiqpϕq (8)
Equation 8 is a set of (n ´ 1) equations. Combined with equation 6, the
coefficients p‹R‹´R|Γiq are determined:
p‹R‹´R|Γiq “ χpΓqpiqpEq (9)
The last step is exactly the same as the orthogonality theorem of the 32
point groups [6]. It shows that the number of appearances of any zone
center representation in the direct product of Dp‹Rqpmq b Dp‹´Rqpmq equals
the dimensionality of that representation in the corresponding point group.
The above analysis applies to both symmorphic and non-symmorphic space
groups. We want to emphasis that the above analysis is not restricted to
Fedorov space groups. The same analysis applies to space group of different
dimensions: Fedorov groups, layer groups, rod groups, wallpaper groups,
frieze groups and line groups.
4 Discussion
Before discussing the physical interpretations of the general rule, an example
is given. The decomposition of direct product of an arbitrary Brillouin point
‹R in O5h (see Fig. 1) space group with its negative ‹´R is:
Dp‹Rqp1q bDp‹´Rqp1q “ DpΓqp1`q `DpΓqp2`q ` 2DpΓqp3`q ` 3DpΓqp4`q
`3DpΓqp5`q `DpΓqp1´q `DpΓqp2´q ` 2DpΓqp3´q ` 3DpΓqp4´q ` 3DpΓqp5´q (10)
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Figure 1: The first Brillouin zone of face-centered-cubic crystal is a truncated
octahedron. Symmetry labels for high symmetry lines and points are given.
plus many other terms that are not at Γ point. The direct product ofDp‹Rqpmq
b Dp‹´Rqpmq in O5h contains 34 stars. Obviously the full determination of
the 34 coefficients using the linear algebraic method is rather tedious and
one must go to programs for help. Bilbao Crystallographic Server [7, 8, 9]
calculates reduction coefficients of any direct product. The result for R of
O5h agrees with our predict. Similar tests has been carried out at different
(arbitrary) Brillouin zone points of different space groups (especially Oh and
D6h) and equation 9 is proved to be right.
It is seen from equation 9 that all the zone center representations are
contained in the direct product of Dp‹kqpmq and Dp‹´kqpmq. As a result, double
excitations from R point has the right symmetry to participate in optical
transitions regardless of photon polarization directions. Although, in general,
the density of states of excitations (such as phonons and magnons) is low at
R point due to the absence of Van Hove singularities, the contributions from
R point which occupies almost the entire Brillouin zone could contribute to
the background of the spectrum in optical experiments.
To summerize, a general rule on the decomposition ofDp‹Rqpmq bDp‹´Rqpmq
is presented and proved. It applies to Fedorov groups, layer groups, rod
groups, wallpaper groups, frieze groups and line groups. The physical mean-
ing is that from symmetry point of view double excitations (phonons, magnons)
from the vast majority of the Brillouin zone R could contribute to the back-
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groud of optical experiments regardless of photon polarizations.
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